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Media involvement in politics.

Lieberman, Maine
Cheney to
run for V.P.

Bound ready for move, activities
By Amy Bowler
Student Lite Reporter
Maine Bound, the University
of Maine's outdoor adventure
program, has hooked a wide variety of students in the 17 years it
has been on campus.
"Maine Bound was started
by student iniative, by students
with a desire to see stronger
outdoor
leadership," said
Maine
Bound's
Program
Director, Jon Tierny. "(Maine
Bound is) a place where people
could learn outdoor education
skills, have fun and learn lifelong skills. The first year we
had 105 participants; we now
have about 2,000."
This year Maine Bound has
hopped on the campus construction
wave and plans to relocate into the
barn just south of the Maine Center
of the Arts as soon as possible.
Currently the program's
office is located in the Memorial
Union, while equipment and supplies are stored in two other
spaces on campus.
"We're really excited about
[the new buddin ,,it will consol-

By Matt Shaer
National Politics Reporter
Frequently written off in
political circles is the post of vice
president; often it is assumed to
be merely a staple of a campaign
that becomes subsequently powerless upon entry to the White
House.
as
the
Nonetheless,
November ballots approach, the
running mates of each respective
campaign assume an ample
amount of media attention and
public inspection.
This year, speculation was
high regarding the vice presidential decisions of the Democratic
and Republican camps. Such conjecture was ended quickly, however, when in mid-summer each
candidate announced his running
mate.
Initially thought to be contemplating Colin Powell or even

-and give us some real office
space," Tierny said.

former presidential hopeful John

McCain, Texas Gov. George W.
Bush was resolute in his revelation of Dick Cheney, a wealthy
Republican oil mogul from
Wyoming.
Cheney has become the
anchor on Bush's moderate
Republican agenda. The famously
conservative former secretary of
state has a right-wing voting
record coupled with a firm stance
on the basic platform of the GOP.
His agenda runs strictly in
such a vein. Cheney is pro-life,
pro-National Rifle Association,
supportive of an increase in the
defense budget and of Bush's tax
proposal.
In appropriate contrast is
Vice President Al Gore's choice
for a running mate, Joseph
Lieberman, a Jewish senator from
Connecticut. As well-known for
his moderate blend of liberalism
as Cheney is for political conservation, Lieberman is a particularly active member of the Senate
with an agenda that leans a little
to the left of Gore's.
Recognized for his outcry of
moral destruction upon the outbreak of the Paula Jones scandal,
he is often remembered for his
stance against violence in the
media. Lieberman is in favor of a
woman's right to choose, a cut in
defense spending and the use of
higher clean air standards.
Quite evidently, both Cheney
are already having
Lieberman
and
respective camtheir
on
an effect
Cheney, Bush
choosing
paigns. In
of experience
note
a
had hoped for
See POLMCS on page 3

Also planned for the building
is a new climbing wall that Tierny
hopes will be about 5,000 square
feet in size.
For outdoor enthusiasts or students looking to make new friends
or learn a new skill, Maine Bound
offers them opportunities.
They provide many introductory classes for rock climbing,
in the pool before headMembers of a Maine Bound kayaking class learn all the basics Friday night
MALCOLM.
ANNE
BY
PHOTO
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morning.
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river
the
ing out to

For students and staff looking to relieve some of the
symptoms of tension, anxiety,
depression and anger, the
Counseling Center is offering
an on-going Meditation and
Relaxation Workshop.
According to Dr. Isabelle
Boiselair, who facilitates the
workshops, it is also an opportunity for people interested in
learning meditation to do so in a
supportive group atmosphere
and "it provides an important
skill."
Boisclair said she would recommend the class to anyone interested in learning about relaxation,
and it uses a variety of techniques
to teach.
Methods include relaxation, breathing, meditation,

imagination and self-hypnosis.
The methods include guided
imagery, deep muscle relaxBy Erin Chamoff
ation, the use of mantras and
the Maine Campus
For
focusing.
Each week Boiselair will
Students will have a chance
introduce a new technique.
People are invited to drop by to go to Halifax, Nova Scotia, on
and do not need to attend each Nov. 3 to 5, as part of the Off
week, according to Boiselair. Campus Board's efforts in adding
The class is not cumulative, and activity to their lives.
Although the sign-up deadpeople who miss workshops or
start later in the semester will line was last Thursday, coach bus
seats are still available. Those
not be lost, she said.
Participants are asked to interested may go to the OCB
wear loose-fitting, comfortable office, located at 220E Lord Hall,
or call OCB President Elisa
clothes that allow movement.
The class is split into two Doucette at 581-1840.
For $55 for off-campus stusections. Students meet from 4 to
5 p.m. Tuesdays in the dents and $60 for on-campus
Drummond Chapel of the students, OCB will provide twonight hotel accommodations in a
Memorial Union.
known for its waterfront,
city
premust
staff
and
Faculty
setting and streets
historical
through
class
register for the free
with
unique pubs,
marked
employee assistance services.

restaurants and shops.
The trip to Halifax has been the
main focus with OCB and
Doucette said she hopes this firsttime trip is a success.
Once in Halifax, students are
free to explore the streets of Nova
Scotia's largest city. The board is,
however, planning organized
activities for those interested.
Students, especially commuters,
are invited to attend and ask questions and submit suggestions at
weekly OCB meetings, held at
4:30 p.m. Wednesdays, in their
office in 220E Lord Hall.
Aside from planning this firstannual getaway to Halifax and
serving as the commuters'
ambassador to the town and
local landlords, OCB has been
See HALIFAX on page 3
•
'
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Fund-raiser held to clear Bosnian minefield
By Kevin Brown
Daily Texan

of mine detection.
The remainder of the $50,000
will be applied to programs that
AUSTIN, Texas (U-WIRE) educate populations about the
— The devices Donald Steinberg danger and handling of mines, as
passes around when he speaks are well as to train demining crews.
not very big, one is about about
Roxanne Elder, spokesthe size of a beer can; the other woman for the United Nations
isn't much bigger than a tub of Association and a sponsor of
soft margarine.
Adopt-A-Minefield, said the
Either of them could rip a group hopes to get student organperson's leg from their body.
izations involved in the campaign.
The green canisters he dis- The United Nations Association is
tributes at his lectures are land a nonprofit group that fosters parmines, more than 70 million of ticipation in the United Nations.
which have been planted in almost
Jennifer Fox, a graduate stu100 countries.
dent in public affairs and Russian,
Speaking to a crowd gath- East European and Eurasian studered at the Joe C. Thompson ies who attended a noon discusConference Center Thursday, sion with Steinberg, said landSteinberg, a former U.S. ambas- mines are something to which few
sador to Angola, kicked off Americans can relate.
Adopt-A-Minefield's $50,000
"This is something we, as
fund-raising drive for the city. university students, need to think
The money will be used to clear about," she said.
a minefield in Praca, BosniaFox, who spent two summers
Herzegovina.
in Croatia near Praca, said mined
The group chose the University areas there were plastered with
of Texas at Austin to start its drive signs, displaying a red circle with
because a number of people a slash and the word "mines" in
involved in the group are professors four languages.
and students, Steinberg said.
"They could be outside the
"UT is the center of social back of a house, they would be
consciousness in Austin," he said. right off the highway,or they could
The mines Steinberg uses are be in the middle of the forest," she
deactivated but serve to illustrate said, adding that mines can be
Bosnia's landmine problem, found in unexpected places.
where nearly 1 million mines are
When a bus she was riding
strewn across a country barely broke down, Fox said the passenhalf the size of Louisiana.
gers were hesitant to get out
Adopt-A-Minefield plans because of the uncertainty of
to use $16,000 of the money
where mines could be planted,
raised in Austin to send a
-We couldn't really go anybomb-sniffing dog to Praca. where. We couldn't go off the
Dogs are the preferred method highway. We couldn't go into the

forest for shade or even to use the
Since 1999, crews sponsored
bathroom." she said. "That's by Adopt-A-Minefield have
when I really knew what it meant cleared half of the 100 minefields
to live in a mined area."
that
the
United
Nations

Association identified as the
world's worst. To contact the
group, visit their Web site at
www.landmines.org.

LEGAL
Affairs
By Ted Curtis
Legal Affairs Columnist
Q: I recently saw an article
in the Bangor Daily News that
mentioned the Maine Rent
Refund Program. Could you
explain what this program is and
how I can apply?
A: The Tax and Rent
Refund Program is a valuable
opportunity to receive up to
$1,000 back from the state of
Maine. Many students don't
know about the program, but if
you have lived in the state for all
of last year you might qualify for
a refund.
Here are the qualifying
guidelines:
I. You must be a Maine resident for all of 1999.
2. You must have rented or
owned a home for all 12 months
and occupied that home for at
least 6 months.
3. You must have made less
than $27,400 if you are single or
$42,600 (total
household
income) if you are married or
have dependents. If you share
an apartment with roommates

but have your own income and
Maine Voter Registration
aren't dependent on each other, Applications: With the presideneveryone should file a form as if tial election less than two
you lived alone, claiming only months away, I would like to
your share of the rent paid.
remind everyone about the
The deadline for applying is importance of exercising your
Jan. 31, 2001. The application constitutional right to vote.
form for the program is available
If you plan to vote in your
at the Legal Services office. This hometown by absentee ballot,
is a very helpful program. If you remember to request your ballot
qualify, don't miss an opportunity early enough to mail it well
before election day. If you plan
for some free money.
to register to vote in Orono or
Q: I was charged by a game where you currently live, don't
warden with operating a canoe while forget to register.
under the influence of alcohol.
Application forms are availWould a conviction result in a loss of able in the Legal Services office.
my motor vehicle operator's license? You can also apply in person at
A: After determining that the your local town or city hall.
Legal Services of Student
questioner was not pulling my leg,
I researched the question and con- Government is located on the
firmed that game wardens do have third floor of the Memorial
authority under the Maine State Union. For information, call
Statutes to arrest for operating 581-1789. Office hours are from
water craft under the influence. 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mondays, and
However, a conviction under Title from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
12 (the Fish, Wildlife, and Water Wednesdays and Thursdays.
Legal questions may be preCraft Laws), does not result in suspension of one's motor vehicle sented to the Legal Services office,
operator's license. The lesson to be conveyed to us by inter-office
learned is alcohol consumption mail, or sent to Theodore Curtis or
can be a hazard on land or sea.
Jennifer O'Leary on FirstClass.

,The United States Air Force Band
and Singing Sergeants
Washington, D.C.
Presented by

University of Maine
School of Performing Arts

cp9cert locationMaine Center for the Arts

Oct. 13 8:00pm
Requests for tickets will be honored FREE ADMISSION!
on a first-come, first-served basis.
* By ticket only
* No reserved seats
Ticket holders must be seated
IS minutes prior to the performance. * Limited seating
Mail this coupon for your FREE tickets to:

MCA University of Maine Orono, ME 04469
Pleafk: send me
free tickets 1.1nnit of 4 tickets per request) to The U.S.
Air Force Band and Singing Sergeants concert.
Be sure to enclose a sell-addressed stamped envelope with request.
Name
privit)
Address
City
Phone

State

Zip
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Politics from page 1
and age to be added to his platform. Yet, Cheney has not yet contributed an edge to the GOP camp.
Instead, there is evidence that he
may actually
have detracted
from
the
Republican
voter base.
Since
the announcement
of
Cheney's
arrival on the
Bush ticket,
polls have reflected Gore's campaign receiving a significant boost,
while Bush's has remained steady
or slipped downward. Whether this
trend is a
result
of
Cheney's
entrance or
merely
a
bump in the
road for the
Republicans,
it remains to
be seen.
Gore,
however, famed for his public
stiffness, has been lent a more
human edge with the induction
of Lieberman, and the polls are
a mirror for the senator's
entrance. But are Gore and
Lieberman
strong
dually
enough to support another
Democratic foray into the
White House?
Lieberman told CNN he
believes so.
"The Americans whose ideas
have changed the world are the
ones who have been able to see
around the bend, to catch a
glimpse of our invisible future,"
said Lieberman of the last week
of his campaign.

Halifax
working on other ways to help
and entertain the off- and oncampus students.
Doucette said she is trying
to continue OCB's tradition of
concerts,
Thursday-night
which were previously held in
the old Bear's Den, by looking
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Performance clashes with Jewish prayer service
By Tiffany Lankes
Daily Orange

ing with university administrators
to find a solution that might
involve asking the marching band
SYRACUSE, N.Y. (U- to move to another location.
WIRE) — Remembering sounds
"There's definitely someof trumpets and cymbals that inter- thing that can be done," SU
rupted last year's Rosh Hashana Chancellor Kenneth A. Shaw
services, the Syracuse University said.
Jewish community is working to
Shaw suggested that memensure the holiday is not again lost bers of the Jewish community
in pre-game festivities.
encourage students to be respectWhile thousands of fans ful of their beliefs.
were entertained by the SU
"Syracuse is 25 percent
Marching Band on the Quad Jewish and that is a big deal,"
before last year's game against Shaw said. "I'm not saying they
West Virginia on Sept. 25, 1999, should cancel the football games,
members of the Jewish communi- but they should let students know
ty considered the performance a what's going on."
disruption to their service in
Rosh Hashana commemoHendricks Chapel, said Eric rates the Jewish New Year, and is
Colchamiro, a sophomore public part of a series of holidays called
relations major.
the High Holy Days.
"I was in Hendricks Chapel
While observance of the holpraying and there was a marching iday varies throughout the comband playing outside," said munity, almost every Jew celeColchamiro, a student representa- brates Rosh Hashana to some
tive to the University Senate. "It extent, said Sivan Kaminsky,
was an absolute disgrace.
director of Hillel.
"The atmosphere around
"It's a really awkward juxtahere for football games is terrific, position oftwo activities that don't
but not for Jewish holidays."
go very well together," Kaminsky
About a year later, officials said. "I find it difficult because
from the Jewish community are football is an important thing here
struggling to be sure this year's so you can't just cancel a game.
game against Brigham Young
"In a way, sometimes you
University on Sept. 30 does not have to choose between one or
conflict with the 48-hour Jewish the other. I really don't know if
holiday, Rosh Hashana, which there's a solution."
begins at sunset Sept. 29.
The marching band is sched"It's a diverse campus, and uled to play on the steps of
we want to make a respectful Hendricks starting 90 minutes
space available for Jewish stu- before every home football game,
dents for Rosh Hashana, one of said Bradley Ethington, director
the biggest time .of 114 yankielpii.af
said Thomas Wolf, dean a
"We have that space reserved
Hendricks. "What noise can be with the university," Ethington
eliminated will be."
said. -The fans are used to us
Wolf said he has been work- playing on Hendricks Chapel."
Next Saturday, the band will
from page 1 begin playing at 6:30 p.m., catchfor an alternate venue to hold ing the tail end of the services in
this display of local musical Hendricks. Ethington, however,
said he has not been questioned
talent.
OCB is also planning a show about moving the band. He said
with Residents on Campus to be
held at the end of the semester,
featuring Strange Pleasures and
other musical guests.
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Maine Tattoo &
Body Piercing
We are a clean, sterile and sober environment with professional technicians
(artists).

25 North Main St., Brewer
989-2436
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there is a lack of communication iday," she said.
between the two groups.
Football
Coach
Paul
"If their service conflicts Pasqualoni said it is unfortunate the
with our concert we'll move," two events coincide. The football
Ethington said. "Until I realize team does not wish to disrespect the
that there is a problem, I can't do Jewish community, he added.
anything about it."
"We obviously have a great
Moving the marching band deal of respect for any religious
to another Quad location, howev- holiday," Pasqualoni said. "I just
er, does not eliminate the distrac- hope people understand there is a
tion, Colchamiro said.
conscious effort on the athletic
After interrupting last year's department's side and certainly a
celebration, the band was moved willingness to cooperate and be
to the steps of Carnegie Library, a sympathetic to their needs."
location that was still disruptive
While the band respects the
to the services, he said.
celebration of Rosh Hashana, the
"It's not only a Jewish issue," Jewish community must also
Colchamiro said. "It's an issue of understand the marching band's
respect for all religions. It's an position, said Jessica Tomidy, the
issue of understanding.
band's drum major.
"I understand sports have to
"I understand their comgo on at this university but there plaints but also realize that we
are some situations where other have to perform," said Tomidy, a
factors need to be considered."
junior broadcast journalism and
Aside from services being political science major.
disrupted, Laura Gottlieb said
Keriann Lynch, the Orange
that with the game being sched- Girl, the band's baton twirler,
uled during Rosh Hashana, agreed that the band plays a
key
many Jewish students are not role in the football season and its
able to participate in the game's job cannot be overlooked.
festivities.
"People look forward to seeGottlieb, president of the ing the marching band," said
Jewish Student Union, said that Lynch, a freshman psychology
although
she
purchased major. "It's a huge part of game
Orangemen season tickets, her day. We definitely don't want to
money for next Saturday's game disrespect the Jewish people, but
will go to waste.
our main priority is to give spirit
"I have to miss something I to the school. We just have to find
enjoy as well because it's my hol- a medium."

don't believe
g

you. feel.
You've been pulled from the world you once
knew. There's a reason for it. It's depression.
Its very prevalent. But ifs also very treatable.
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Monday Night is Hospitality Night-40%
off food in the lounge if you bring proof
that you work in the hospitality industry or
the U.S. Military.
Tuesday Night we always have a $2
drink- What will it be this week?
Wednesday Night is College Night with 2
for I entrees with your student I.D. and
select Margaritas for $3.50.
Thursday Night is Ladies Night in the
lounge with $4 Sauza Gold Margaritas and
40% offfood for ladies in the lounge.
Fullmoon Madness Friday Oct. 13

shop min $40.00 on tattoos

15 Mill Street ,Orono 866-4863
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Margaritas Restaurant

must be 18yrs. old w/photo I.D.
tongue piercing $40.00
all other piercings $35.00
CASH ONLY--NO CHECKS OR CREDIT
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ME Bound
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Caleb Lane demonstrates techniques with the help of fellow Maine Bound instructor Mike Smith. CAMPUS PHOTO BY ANNE MALCOLM

sea kayaking and other interests.
Some courses may be weekend
trips, while 9thers can count for
school credits. They also make
special contract programs for
clubs, or organizations, both on
and off campus, looking to take a
trip or learn some new skills.
Maine Bound is not a club, and
students don't have to join to enjoy
the benefits. Maine Bound also offers
a rental program in case students did
not bring specific gear to school.
"A new thing we have this year
is we'll have boats available down
at the river, so students won't have
to transport them," Tierny said.
Students interested in picking
up some new equipment or selling their own used supplies
should attend the annual Used
Equipment Sale going on this
weekend, Sept. 30 and Oct. I.
For Maine Bound program
information, stop in the Union
office located near the ATM
machines.

Confederate flag burning ignites student response
By Kristen Meyer
The Reveille
BATON ROUGE, La. (UWIRE) — Temperatures rose
Wednesday afternoon, but the sun
was not the only thing blazing in
the Quad as a group of Louisiana
State University students showed
when it comes to the Confederate
battle flag, they would rather
keep it burning.
At approximately 12:30
p.m., four men entered the Quad
from the side of Middleton
Library, carrying a Confederate
battle flag with the words "Pride"
and "Shame" spray-painted in
yellow across the front.
The men encouraged students to follow them to the fountain in front of Dodson
Auditorium, where they cut the
flag into four strips, doused each

strip with lighter fluid and set
them on fire as they stood on the
rim of the fountain.
The men held the burning
flag in the air, dropped it to the
ground and then left the Quad,
without saying a word or giving a
reason.
They later refused to provide
their names or give a purpose for
burning the flag, saying they will
make a statement after they see
student reactions.
"We want to open the discussion," one man said.
About 50 students gathered
for the demonstration, which they
watched with mixed reactions.
Some clapped and cheered, while
others just walked by.
"I know it's a statement
that's been a long time coming
and I'm glad they're doing it,"
said Adrienne Magendie, vice

president of the
College
Democrats.
Many students who gathered
said they were surprised to see the
flag burning take place and they
had different ideas as to why the
men would burn the flag.
"I think they were just making a statement that needed to be
made on this campus," said
Brandon Haynes, a mass communication senior. "I think they're
making a statement that last year
Student Government wouldn't
make."
SG's Student Senate decided
last November to pass a bill supporting the LSU administration's
decision not to endorse a purple
and gold Confederate flag.
However, senators amended
the original bill, which called for
the Senate to deny support for the
flag, which many students said

December Graduates!
If you plan to graduate
December 16, 2000
and have not turned in an
._"Application for Degree" form,
please stop by the
Office of Student Records,
Room 100 Wingate Hall,
immediately!

they considered controversial and
offensive. Some said the Senate
watered down the bill.
The men could have burned
the flag because it is an image
associated with racist ideas, said
Donald Rigaud, a business marketing sophomore.
"The South doesn't need a
flag," he said. "They have a flag
for America."
Oscar Guidry, a vocal performance senior, agreed that the
flag does not promote the good
things about the South.
"I think it's pretty sad — all
these years I've been sleeping
with my cousin. [The flag is]
symbolizing my whole upbringing and what I was taught. It's a
sad day for Louisiana," he said
sarcastically.
Guidry said the protest probably reflected racial tension about
the Confederate flag.
"Everybody really knows
inside that it's a racist symbol,"
he said.
Other students said they felt
the men were protesting university race relations.
"I think it made a big statement about student relations,"
said Desmond Moore, an elemeneducation
tary
sophomore.

"Racewise, [things are] getting a
lot better at LSU."
However, many students said
they did not think the protest was
a good idea.
"They're morons," said
Stephen Youkey, an architecture
junior."Maybe if they had a valid
political reason — I'm not for or
against the rebel flag. It's all
political."
One student, who did not
want to give his name, said he
disagreed with the men's protest
and stepped on the flag, putting
out the flames after the men left
to show his disapproval.
Greg Vincent, vice provost of
Academic Affairs, arrived at the
fountain after the flag burning,
but said the flag burning was
probably related to the tension on
campus about the flag.
"I think it all goes back to the
debate about patriotism and the
First Amendment," Vincent said.
Other students agreed, saying
the men probably burned the flag
as a political protest.
"They were probably trying
to make some sort of political
statement — towards what, I don't
know," said Lauren Dunn, a political science junior. "They want to
do it and they can, so let them."

STEPHEN C. SMITH
Attorney at Law
• Criminal Defense
• Personal Injury

Deadline: October 2

P.O. Box 1957
Tel. (207) 941-2395
Bangor, ME 04402
Fax.(207) 941-9608
mainelawyer@hotmail.corn
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Lecture debates teaching creationism, evolution in school
By Molly McVoy
The Observer
SOUTH BEND, Ind. (UWIRE)— The clash between creationists and evolutionists that
has existed since Charles
Darwin's
days
continued
Thursday night at Robert
Pennock's lecture.
His lecture at Notre Dame
University, entitled "Should
Evolution be Taught in the Public
Schools? What Dorothy Learned
when the Creationist Whirlwind
Hit Kansas," tackled the issues of
where and when evolution should
be taught.
"The way creationists would
like this to work is as a dual
model," Pennock explained.
He was referring to the
debate on whether creationism
should be part of evolution in science courses.
Pennock first explained his
belief that evolutionary theory is
the only theory with solid evidence to back it up. He also said
introducing creationism in the
classroom would open the door
for countless other theories on the

development of life.
"It would lead to a chaotic
education system, not a workable
one," Pennock said.
Pennock's lecture was centered on discussion of the landmark case in Kansas during the
summer of 1999 when the Kansas
State School Board voted to use
creationist-revised science standards which, Pennock stated,
essentially removed evolution
from the curriculum.
Pennock explained that the
school board brought to light a
debate and a faulty set of arguments that have been around
since the theory of evolution
arose. Creationists, he said, have
looked for holes in the theory of
evolution since its inception.
They have not, however, preented scientific evidence for the
creationist theory, according to
Pennock.
"(Creationism) is not something where the evidence makes a
difference," he said. "They just
know the answer."
The dispute has been often
seen as a morality versus
immorality question in the eyes

of creationists, Pennock said.
Because of this, creationists will
ignore or discount the scientific
evidence in support of evolution,
he explained.
"They really do see this as
good and evil," Pennock said.
"They see it as a battle between
the good side of the 'Force' and
the bad side."
He emphasized how this system of beliefs opposes the scientific community's philosophy.
"This is quite contrary to the
scientific point of view which
bases conclusions on the evidence," Pennock said.
In addition to addressing the
attacks on evolution by creationists, Pennock spoke to why evolutionary theory is riot, fundamentally, in opposition to religion,
and Catholicism in particular.
"Both Pope John Paul II and
Pope Pius XII made statements
that said there was no conflict,"
he said. "It is, in my experience,
students who come from Catholic
schools who know evolution the
best."
He explained that, just
because evolutionary theory does

not have a god as its foundation,
it does not rule out a god as a possibility. The theory itself does not
make a decision on the existence
of a god, Pennock explained.
"Evolution is godless in the
same way plumbing is godless,"
he said.
After the end of the talk,
many members of the audience
questioned Pennock's beliefs and
opposed his point of view.
"There is in every scientific
theory things we can't explain,"
he said in response to a statement
that there are major holes in the
evidence for evolution. "But the
evidence for evolution now is so
overwhelming."
There was also discussion as
to how Darwin's theory of natural
selection led to a social
Darwinism that was used to justify Nazi Germany. Pennock

explained.that it was not a direct
result of evolutionary theory, but
a twisting of the scientific theory
to justify an evil cause.
"People took fitter to mean
better and better to mean good,
and good to mean morally good,"
Pennock explained. "There is
nothing in evolutionary theory
that requires that kind of conclusion. It is people imposing their
prior prejudices on a theory."
Pennock is an associate professor at Lyman Briggs School at
Michigan State and was named a
national distinguished lecturer for
2000-2002 by the Sigma Xi
Society. He graduated with a
bachelor's degree in biology and
philosophy
from
Earlham
College and earned his Ph.D. in
history and the philosophy of science from the University of
Pittsburgh.
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This year the cast of MTV's
'The Real World' went to Africa.
Now you can tool
American Central Maine moving and Storage Co. help move
Darrell Willey and Sam Rogers of North
MALCOLM.
occupied by Pi Beta Phi. CAMPUS PHOTO BY ANNE
Public Safety to the house previously

Technology Consultant/
ring:
Equipment lytanager

Hi

JOB DESCRIPTION:
To keep the web pages of
SG,Boards and clubs up to
date, keep SG informed of
technological advances that
effect Student Government.
Monitoring and logging of
all equipment paid for with
Student Activity Fee monies.
Responsible to work with
the Administrative Assistant
in maintaining a database of
said equipment.

velfr-t.
NAP
for a chance to win at your
A

Enter

004%,

local Council Travel office or at
counciltravel.corn
This trip to Africa is provided by

CONTACT:
Amy Saunders
581-1780
3rd Floor
Memorial Union
Financial Affairs
Office
or on first class

tororldwide vocations
for 18 to 35 valor odds

virgin
atlantic

No Purchase Necessary. Open to residents of U.S..
between the ages of 18 and 35 as of 9/5/00. Void
"%there prohibitecL See agency for Official Rules or go
to councittravei,corn. Sweepstakes ends 10/15/00.

ouncil Travel
counciltravel.com
1-800-2COUNCIL
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EDITORIAL
Purity of Olympics in question
With a vision of uniting the world through the universality of sport, the founder
of the Modern Olympic Games, Baron Pierre de Coubertin, revived the Ancient
Games of Athens in 1914. Eighty-six years later, during the first Games of the new
millennium, countries continue to come together as each seeks out golden glory
while the world watches. From countries with hundreds of athletes to those with a
mere handful of contenders, all enter on equal ground in pursuit of the podium.
Over the years the individual sports have changed, events have been added and rules
altered. But one key element always seemed to shine through--the best in the world were
gathering--the best based on natural abilities.
But now the Games seem tainted with the use of drugs and technology taking the
place of sheer human ability. Drug testing has attempted to stop the use of performance enhancers but continued drug use sheds a dismal light on the country
whose athlete has been found guilty and brings negativity to the Games. The ideals
of fair play have been put to the test--literally. In weightlifting alone, two Bulgarian
athletes have been stripped of gold medals when they tested positive for banned
substances. Even with the known possibility of testing, the athletes still chose to
artificially enhance their own natural abilities. The International Olympic
Committee made the best decision, making an example out of the athletes and
awarding the medals to Olympians who won the Games based on natural talent.
Furthermore, with the influx of technology, sport has been pulled into the web
as well. Swimmers can now increase their performance speed by wearing newly
developed body suits. Rather than relying on their own bodies, the new "shark-like
skin" suit increases speed and sleekness in the water. As a result, world records are
being broken faster than you can say Sydney.
So where is the line drawn? If drugs are banned as performance enhancers why not a
suit that increases swimming ability above and beyond natural ability? In a new millennium it would be ideal for naturally talented athletes to be standing on the podium rather
than bionic athletes bringing home Olympic gold.

President takes on heat
President Clinton's announcement late last week to release 30 million barrels of
oil from the Strategic Petroleum Reserve was answered almost immediately with
criticism from Republicans and presidential candidate George W. Bush.
Though the move was merely a political gesture, some believe it will soon ease
the wallets of many homeowners across the U.S. Clinton called the oil release the
"prudent thing to do" and said that it only made sense to use some of our federal
reserve to aid the taxpayers.
Crude oil prices have crept skyward in recent months and while some movement
has been made by the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries, it has been
met with limited success, due to a lag time of several months between increasing
production quotas and an affected street price of oil.
While it may be purely coincidental, the United States has released oil reserves
only in response to a request by Democratic Presidential candidate Al Gore, Vice
President. Billed by Clinton as "good energy policy" and adding that the release of
oil was "Good national security policy and good family policy." the move seemed
a natural decision for any political leader.
Clinton's motives for the release seem questionable. If the release was indeed such
good policy and a necessary move, why didn't it happen months ago to ensure that
refineries could output consumer grade products before winter approaches? While it
should have been driven by the peoples needs, President Clinton's decision to make federal reserves available seems to have been a political gesture to his Democratic party.

Editorials are the opinions of and written by the editorial board, whose
members are Stanley Dankoski, Kris Healey, John Contreraz, Kimberly
Leonard, Penny Morton, Scott Shelton, Kelly Michaud and Justin Bellows.
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Letters to the Editor
*Show us the money
At one point or another we have all received at
least one parking ticket
courtesy
of Public
Safety. Listening to the
entire student body bitch
and moan about this
prompted one student to
find out exactly how
much the University collects from tickets and
where this money goes.
For privacy reasons we
will call this person,
"student X."
Student X tried several different ways of
finding out where all of
this money disappears to.
The student started by
inquiring
at Public
Safety where he found
that he could find this
information on a Web
site they gave him. This
Web site supplied no
information that per-

tained to student X's
questions. A second visit
to Public Safety led to a
response that claimed the
money went into a general fund. This was very
an extremely vague
answer, and still did not
disclose the exact money
figure.
Since Public Safety
was simply running him
in circles, the irritated
student wrote a personal
e-mail to President Hoff
asking the same questions about the parking
ticket money. After
receiving no response the
student wrote again, and
then
again.
The
President was probably
so busy rolling around in
all of the money from the
parking tickets that he
did not have time to
respond.
Perhaps if we all
flood President Hoff's

and Public Safety's mailboxes with e-mails we
will have a better chance
of getting this inquiry
properly acknowledged.
In the meantime, student
X and the rest of the
University are waiting
for someone to,"show us
the money."

George Woodward
Knox Hall

fife*
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Public urination is fun,
but what is the cost?
By Andrew Morton
Special for the Campus
I'm sure that most of
us have done it before.
You're at a party, its
crowded, and you can't
seem to find the bathroom. Or maybe you just
don't feel like waiting in
line only to find a disease
infested toilet which you
are expected to use to do
your business. In any
case, you've made the
decision to go to the
bathroom outside.
I'm not concerned
with those of you who
decide to do a number
two- you have your own
set of issues if you are
doing that outside. For
that rest of you, have you
thought about what that
means for everyone
around you?
Granted, public urination is somewhat amusing and socially accepted
in almost all circles, yet
it hurts more people than
you realize.
Think about this, you
are at a frat party on
College Ave. and you get
As Uncle
the urge.
Charlie always says,
"There ain't nuthin' like
pissin' outdoors!", so you

head to the exit. As you
get ready to water the
lawn, think of this, no
matter how you cut it,
UMaine is surrounded by
water. The Stillwater is
on one side and the
Penobscot on the other.
There isn't any place for
that water to go but
down. We, being Orono
and Old Town, are the
high ground, any run off
goes directly into a river.
Environmental groups
have always tried to stop
people from dumping
dangerous materials into
storm drains. Why have
they not tried to curb the
urine that ends up in the
rivers in our great state?
UMaine is the exception to many rules.
Where else do you have
10,000 students aged 1822 in one place but in
Orono? Nowhere else in
the state. That combined
with our proximity to two
rivers, and it becomes a
major issue.
If just 1/10th of the
population of the university urinates outside on a
given weekend, and say
each of these students
expels 12 oz. from his or
her bladder, then it adds
up. That's 93.75 gallons
to be exact. That's just in
one weekend. Over the

course of the nine months
that we are here, that adds
up to 2,625 gallons, taking into account breaks.
Any way you cut it
2,600 gallons of urine making its way into our rivers
can't be a good thing.
Who lives down river
from us? Well Bangor is
on the way, and eventually all of those who live in
the Penobscot Bay area.
I'm sure they don't want
to go boating or fishing in
a river that is full of
Black Bear urine. When
you catch fish down the
river from one of the
major mills, mercury and
other chemicals are bad
enough, why make it
worse?
I'm not saying that
having parties is a bad
idea, but toilets should be
more accessible to students at parties.
Until the university
develops a plan of action,
those who need to use the
bathroom should really
wait their turn. I come
with a simple message...before you pee,
think about those around
you.
Andrew Morton is a
senior education major
who always remembers to
pu the seat down.
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OPINION
Media not to blame for campaign mistakes
By Julia Hall
Special for the

Campus

The other day I found
myself in a most harrowing
predicament, one that throws
the average college student
into a panic-stricken frenzy so
terrible, so loud, so annoying
they are soon short a roommate. That's right, I lost my
internet connection.
Right away I became
angry, short tempered and
looking for someone to
blame. I thought, hey, why not
blame the media? After all,
we blame them for everything
nowadays, such as violence in
schools, teen pregnancy, and
the
disappointing
final
episode of Seinfeld. Why
should this be any different?
I was ready to start blaming when I sat down to the television and saw a news report
about George W. Bush. The
story explained that George
W. Bush had been using subliminal (or as he would say,
sulbinimabal) messages in one
of his advertising campaigns.
For a split second the word
rats appears in the thirty second commercial (Of course,
Bush's guys have been trying
to say that it was just the end
of the word bureaucrats and
not the word rats, but as the

majority of America knows,
there really isn't much of a difference). Anyway, as I
watched, I asked myself;
"What did the media do wrong
here?"
The answer is: not much.
The commercial was a result of
the ludicrous negative campaigning that occurs during
every election year, not from
the twisted minds of the media.
Some might say that the
media often becomes onesided when it comes to politics. In fact, lately it seems that
they have been largely favoring George W. Bush. But there
is a very good reasonfor that;
George Dubya likes his negative campaigns. He gives the
media the dirt, and they run it.
It doesn't take a genius to
figure out that television and
radio stations love these kinds
of ads, and why shouldn't
they? It's good for business
and it stirs people up. (Hello!
Are you awake out there?) And
the fact of the matter is, Bush
has made plenty of ads attacking Al Gore.
Even if the media were trying to help out George W. Bush
they wouldn't be doing a very

milnable) messages, and calling
a not-so-pro-Bush reporter an
ass — just loud enough for the
country to hear.
Maybe the media has a lot of
influence over this campaign, but
there really isn't much they have
to do to get the country talking
about Bush. He gets attention
just by using the dirty politics we
all come to expect in an election
year. Of course, it's not all Bush.
Al Gore is using dirty politics as
well, he just seems to be hiding it
better lately.
We can't blame the media
for all the crap we see in these
campaign races, just like
Metallica and the music industry had nothing to do with my
Internet connection messing up
(don't think I haven't thought
about it though. I have been
downloading a lot of MP3's
lately). It's just another year of
dirty underhanded political tactics and the media gets to have
one field day after another.
Trust me, they like controversy
too much to be one-sided.

Julia Hall is a first yearjournalism major

Don't let the newspapers cast your vote
By Brad Prescott
Maine Campus Copy Editor
I guess George W. Bush
and Al Gore don't drink
Sprite. At least they haven't
seen the "image is nothing"
advertising campaign. This
election year its not about the
politics: it's personal.
As the momentum of
and
the
"reality
TV"
Olympics continues with the
American public, the race for
president has become but
another drama unfolding each
night for the controversy-hungry viewers. Rather than concentrate on which candidate
will implement a better economic policy, this election is
demonstrating that the public
cares about nothing more than
what Jerry Springer does: digging up the dirt.
This is fine, you say, as the
voting public will come out in
November and cast an educated vote for the best man,
right? Not if you're keeping
your focus narrow. . Each
word that come out of the

candidates' mouths is reported
by many different facets of the
media, and each has its own
take and slants the news in
their own favor. Often the
messages are subtle, but one
can't watch CNN or read the
USA Today without being
influenced by the party ties of
the writers. I'm no different, of
course; I have already decided
which will get my vote, so naturally I can't write an article
that will be completely neutral.
I'll be honest with you: both
candidates are asses. And either
would do an equally adequate
job running the country. But
don't vote for one or the other
just because you read in . the
paper that Al Gore lied blatantly
in a recent speech to. union
workers or Dateline said George
W. blew a few lines in college.
Both claims are probably true,
but is either going to affect their
presidential agendas?
It would be nice to believe
that voters would make an
effort to study the actual policies that each candidate is promoting. More realistically,
however, a large number of

single employer in
Maine.
While
Local S6 wants an
By Debra Hatch
eight
percent
Maine campus Copy Editor
increase it would
be nice to see a
compromise
be
struck at around
There's a sign that hangs over five or six percent.
the entrance to Bath Iron Works
So essentially what it comes
which proudly states "Through down to after fairness is
these gates pass the greatest money.
shipbuilders in the world."
understand that money
But if you have been follow- makes the world go around. But
ing the BIW strike lately where I also understand that because
over 4,600 members of the of this strike many more people
Local S6 Machinists Union are getting hurt than just Local
have walked off the job because S6. Because they are on
of a contract that they believe strike—now for more money
isn't fair, you would wonder if and before for fairness—work
their mother company, General at the shipyard has slowed
Dynamics Corp., believes the down to a dribble. That means
same thing.
that because there's no work for
The strike, which began the other workers to complete,
because Local S6 believed that other BIW employees are being
BIW was giving them an unfair laid off. That means their famicontract, is now entering its lies have to find some way to
fifth week. The original contract cover expenses—and there are
said Local S6 members would
not as many jobs out there that
be asked to cross-train in other start paying $15.75 an hour.
jobs at BIW. They would also
Local residents and busireceive a two to three percent nesses have suffered because
pay increase and bonus over the of the st
next SeVC1111 years. a raise in

good job. So far, Bush has fumbled his way through the cam-

paign trail by turning up short
on answers whenever a reporter
asks him a question, using subliminal (excuse me, sub-

BIW strike affects
more than Local 56

votes will depend on which
area of the media got to each
voter first. I don't really care
who you vote for, but I ask that
you do your homework and
have a good idea about what
each man has to offer.
Whether you get your news on
Yahoo! every morning or catch
up in the evening with Dan
Rather, check some other
places to see that you're getting
the right story.
But voter beware: tensions
will only become higher in the
following weeks, and I'm sure
that many will become so disgusted that they won't bother
to show up to the polls. Please
make sure you exercise your
right to vote, as we are going
to be stuck with one of these
guys for at least another four
years. So stick it out, and just
be thankful that we don't have
to see that naked guy from
"Survivor" anymore.

• Brad Prescott is a third
year economics major and
Copy Editor for The Maine
Campus.

s(ri kers

health care premiums as well as obnoxious and crude to anyone
the elimination of the "no lay- who didn't show support for
off" clause in the new contract.
their strike—including those
The most recent contract who had to cross the picket
proposal eliminates the "no lay- lines to get to work.
off" and cross training clauses
There has to be a way for
and increases the pay increase General Dynamics to strike
to about four percent. This was some sort of deal with Local
also refused.
S6, but on the same hand,
BIW workers now receive Local S6 has to understand that
about $15.75 per hour, a reason- they may not get everything
able rate for the type of danger- they want. That's why they call
ous and often difficult working the process negotiations. But
conditions. They must often
both sides have to be reasoncrawl into tight spaces in a able and work towards a comvarying degree of heat. They
mon and fair deal. Because,
must also work with heavy labor strikes like this not only
machinery, resources and con- hurt the parties negotiating but
tinually use dangerous materials also the people who are uninto do their job.
volved with the strike.
. A two or even four percent
raise, especially in sight of tax
4
breaks and governmental funds
that General Dynamics has
received in the past several
Debra Hatch is a seniorjouryears, seems like a slap in the nalism major and Copy Editor
face to workers who clearly for The Maine Campus.
make the company the largest

The Maine Campus is currently
looking for a production manager
If you're
interested in
flexing your advertising
knowledge, call Kristen at
581-1273 after 9 a.m. or via FirstClass
Must have at least one year of school left,
advertising or marketing majors preferred.
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MY LONG DISTANCE
RELATioNsHtP ISN'T
WORKING.

GUESS 11-1E
NATURAL REACTION
Tb

wANr To

GIVE up...

Crossword
28 Addict's need?
31
Time off
I Starts
33 Kind of deer
6 Emily of "Our
Town"
34 Treasured
spots?
10 It takes a bow at
a recital
36[Oh, no!)
14 Render
38 Tongue twister
harmless, in a
#2
way
42 Jacket material
15 Part
43 Foul up, as
16 They, in Trieste
plans
17 Tongue twister
45 Old what's#1
----name
20 Varsity starters
48 Rewrites
21 Comic strip
50 The Post or
tiger
News, e.g.
22 It may have 6
51 Protozoan
rms, riv vu
53 Biblical brother
24 Moore of "G.I.
Rejections
55
Jane"
56 You may have
27 River through
to send for it
the Lake of the
Ozarks
58 Runabout?
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LOVE WILL
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ToGETHER.
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To tmosis- us To GETNER OF LATE...

ONE DAY I'LL
MN A MOSEL
PRIZE FON
PROVING HORMANES EXHIBIT
MAGNETISM.

Edited by Will Shortz
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#3
66 Stare at
67 "Clear as day"
ea Like Mork's
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I Stick (out)
2 New England
state sch.
3 Part of an
ironman
competition
4 Ready: Fr.
5 Hook's mate
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7 Before, to Byron
8 Old-fashioned
party
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10 Hit and run, e.g
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Puzzle by Brendan Emmett(lag ey
32 "Harvey"

49 Pink-slipped

60 CNN

character
Elwood P.
35 Took to court
37 Half of a 1934
M-G-M couple
39 Newswoman
Magnus
40Kerplop maker
41 Part of kg-m
44 French-Belgian
boundary river
43 Talk about
endlessly
46 Reveal oneself
47 Civil War side

52 Diamond

62 Consume

corners
54 Speech
stumbles
57 Ireland
59 Breakfast chain,
informally

word

63 Originally

named
64 Old-fashioned

contraction
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Abbr.
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WEEKENP. CAN
YOU CLEAN MY
RENTAL TUX

by Phil Flickinger (lexcartoon@yahoo.com)
DR OVER 75 YEARS, Nriim .

IT HAS LiP5TIcK, BEER,
MOTOR OIL ...GRA 55, BON*. WELL,
BASIcALLY EVERY I3oPY FLuiP, MAPLE
SYRUP...Oc, ANP BeARNAisf Maze'.

WE'VE GUARANTIED
THAT WE CAN KEMOVE. ANY sTAIN.

SO, wHAT's
THE
VERpicT?

IF I AGREE To Owl'
You A NEW TUXEPo...
WILL You VOUCH FOR
GuARANTEE?

Mu{ Panittett„Spot!
eaner&

Dry Cleaner

The Weekly Forcast
September 25 - October 2
By Kelly A. Preston
ARIES
(Mar.21-Apr.20)
The New Moon illuminates your
commitment sector. Lovers who
have been begging for more are
about to receive it. You'll feel like
a • whole new person after this
weekend when love, honor and
mutual respect combine to create
conditions that bring conflict with
partners to an end. This period of
your life is a harbinger of things
to come(and stay)for a very long
time. Imagine...peace! The Grand
Trine currently in operation is
bringing closure to many nasty
aspects of your life, and you are
seeing glimmers of hope for better relations with those you really
care about. This has been a powerful month for all Aries Warriors,
but not in the singular style to
which you are accustomed! This
Fall, aligning yourself with others, body, mind and soul, makes
you happier and healthier.

Wednesday's New Moon in Libra,
the sign of love and marriage,
ushers in a 2-week period of
romance and hot pursuit of your
wildest dreams! Your 9th sector
of higher education, publishing,
and foreign people is very active,
so widen your scope of possibility and watch the offers flow in.
Jupiter, the planet of pleasure and
good times, goes retrograde
Friday, reminding you of past
pleasures that could now be
revived for another spin; this
could be a return to an old love or
an old hangout. In general, it's
been a happy month for most
Gemini's, and the fun isn't about
to end now-- especially when you
really haven't been into it. Lose
the owl-like scowl you've been
carrying lately and let your attitude adjust to the cosmic grin
written all over your stars this
week.

and you must admit, a lot has recently started for Libra,
happened. Give yourself time to which may be making you
reflect. Jupiter's retrograde in unsure of yourself. Although
your 5th house of true love helps you are an excellent judge of
you remember all the reasons what others should do in almost
why you love someone, and what any situation, when it comes to
made you fall in love with them making your own mind up you
in the first place. Single Cats find decision-making elusive
peruse their harem for potential and scary. Pretend you are your
promotions. Tuesday's stars in own best friend; what would
particular speak of throwing cau- you tell them they should do?
tion to the wind and creating what Take that advice.
you want out of the abundance
that surrounds you. Both the
mighty Sun and nebulous SCORPIO
Neptune dance that day just for (oet.24-Nov.22)
you, Leo! Let yourself be swept Tuesday's stars are spectacular
away by powerful, romantic for romance and enjoying the
visions of your future, and soon finer things in life. Act on your
you will be living it.
more refined impulses that night,
perhaps the symphony or sushi you won't be satisfied with a
VIRGO
video and take-out. Your lucky
(Aug. 24-Sept.23)
stars shine right on through the
Long-term earnings are looking weekend, when the Moon in your
good this week, Virgo. These sign makes you the flavor-of-theaspects give a boost not only to day, and the phone just won't stop
your wallet, but also to your ringing. Now that Venus is in
CANCER
self-esteem! Mars in your sign Scorpio, you will continue to
(June 22-July 23)
TAURUS
Your home environment becomes gives you the OK to unveil your become more and more popular.
(Apr. 21-May 21)
perhaps you've plans, ask for exactly what you Use your keen Scorpian intuition
Romantic role-playing is pretty easier to tolerate;
new
roommate or want, and to go after your deep- to weed out fact from fiction this
fun, isn't it? Until it gets too life- settled on a
you
needed to est desires this week. No one week; it's an excellent time for
money
like, that is. Neptune has been received the
improvements there. If it's will stop you. VIP's are on your confidential conversations and
attributing to all that spaciness; a make
go see the folks this week- side, and your wise moves earli- secret research. What you discovto
time
sort of love-spell you've been
stars will make it almost er this month are just beginning er could lead to a stunning
the
end,
under lately. Soon, you'll feel
Venus shines her light to pay off. Attune yourself to insight.
painless.
more like yourself again and setin your own home, your highest earning potential.
love
and
tle down into a more pleasing,
longer trend that will In love, you are still looking for
beginning
a
comfortable routine. Significant
December. The New perfection, whether you are in a SAGITTARIUS
through
last
others may scoff at your selfishWednesday
brings some relationship or not. The past (Nov. 23-Dec.21)
on
Moon
ness, but only you are responsible
and
it,
you
with
stress
may be may have been painful, but at Shopping, socializing, and a lot
for your own happiness, so pay
go
let
of
needing
to
something
or least now you are seeing things of short trips have kept you on
them no mind. Besides, they're
someone.
Be
assured
that
someclearly. Introspection helps you your hooves and running all
not going anywhere. This week,
is
better
just
thing
around
the
corsort out your true feelings and last week and now into this
you are refreshed and ready to go
for
you
—
or
ner
quite
likely,
needs from what other people one--no wonder I haven't heard
to work. No more surprises. Bulls
already right in front of your eyes! want you to do.
from any of my Sag friends
them(neilike
particularly
don't
Being such an old-fashioned perlately! The stars say you are
that
now
and
Aquarians),
ther do
son, you usually dislike letting go
meeting new people and formyou,
of
expected
what's
you know
of the past, but the planets are LIBRA
long-term associations with
Planets
ing
better.
much
you'll feel
clearing
the
way
for
future
needs
23)
(Sept.
24-Oct.
some
of them. Friends seem to
of
House
10th
warming your
and desires. Practice letting go The New Moon in your sign on be a huge motivating factor
a
doing
are
aspirations
career
this week and embrace the trend Wednesday means all eyes are behind your success now and
slow burn, and so should you!
peace on the homefront upon you, and you're looking their appreciation for your spetowards
for
plan
so
key,
Endurance is the
that
the
new
month will bring.
pretty good! Use this time to cial qualities makes you feel all
on
relying
of
the long haul instead
off your best traits. Many warm and fuzzy inside. You'll
shpw
put
to
determined
quick fixes. Be
planets
are in your 12th House do best this week to think
start.
the
in your best efforts from
LEO
of privacy and rest this week, so before you speak, in order to
(Jul. 24-Aug.23)
catch a clue and do some down- best articulate your feelings
chance
you
are
given
a
This
week
time. You need time to plan and needs. With your warm
GEMINI
to
step
back
from
your
intimate
your next move in love, any- smile and sunny disposition,
(May 22-June 21)
Single Twins are star struck by relationships and review all that ways. Friends are there to lend well-chosen words work magic
the, quest for true love. has occurred in the last month-- an ear. A whole new cycle has for you this week.

CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22-Jan.20)
A vision quest is called for this
weekend when your 9th House of
philosophy and religion manifest
itself in physical matter. Think
Mt. Katandin, working on the
house, building a life together.
Your physical body could use
attention now too, so try to get to
the gym or treat yourself to a
home-spa treatment this week
when your efforts will pay off
big-time. Your career takes on an
a:hectic* year- arum -thirtk*Ttker
politician and you'll sway anyone

to your side, as the stars say that
little "push" has to come from
you.

AQUARIUS
(Jan.21-Feb.19)
Prepare to be pleasantly surprised this week, starting with
Wednesday's New Moon. After
all the ups and downs in your
romance sector, things are
about to settle down for quite
some time, so don't make that
celibacy vow just yet. Jointly
held money and/or property is
still a pain in the rear, adding
irritation to an already expensive month. Look for ways to
get paid for what you are
already doing. The new growth
which is happening in so many
areas of your life is pervasive
and strong. Watch what blossoms over the weekend!

PISCES
(Feb.20-Mar.20)
Agreements made now will be
lucrative in the future; pair up.
Wednesday's New Moon begins a
more comfortable cosmic condition at home, where finally you
are able to relax and indulge in
your more lavish habits. This
would be a great time to hit the
folks up for a loan or encourage
creditors to open their pockets a
little wider. Your instincts are
right on this week about people;
others are amazed at your psychic
intuition. Mars,the great cleanser,
has swept clean the cobwebs in
your personal relationships. Be
smart enough not to create any
new ones.
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LuPone performs 'Matters of the Heart'
By Matthew Blake Small
For the Mains Campus
Patti LuPone opened the
Maine Center for the Arts' 20002001 season with her show
"Matters of the Heart" Saturday
evening.
The performance at the
MCA's Gala Celebration was
sandwiched by a dinner and
reception for donors of the
Center.
LuPone is a well-known performer in the musical theater circle. Her extensive list of roles
includes those of the leading
ladies in "Evita,"
"Sunset
Boulevard," "Master Class" and
the revival of"Anything Goes."
However, this Maine audience
seemed to recognize her as the
mother from the popular ABC
series "Life Goes On," which
focused on the lives of a family
raising a son with Down's syndrome.
LuPone entered the stage during
the
introduction
to
"Storybook" from "The Scarlet
Pimpernel," a beautifully-sung
piece which led into the annoying
"Love Makes the World Go
Round" from the equally obnoxious musical "Carnival."
But LuPone did not merely
enter from stage right. She
pranced about the stage curtsying
and making a sceno. This corn-

mand of the stage was effective at
most times, and narcissistic at
others.
While the singer-actress is
known for musical theater repertoire, her cross-genre selections
also included songs from Judy
Collins, John Lennon, Paul
McCartney, Randy Newman and
Stevie Wonder. The songs were
wonderful, but it was frustrating
that they did not gel cohesively
as a show.
The scarcity of dialogue,
which attempted to tie songs
together, forced the audience
into a mood-swung love affair,
with LuPone offering little
explanation for song choice.
One minute she sang lovingly
about the boy next door. Soon
after, she announced, "You'd be
better off dead" than experience
unrequited love.
It would have benefited the
show to strike the book altogether, or expand it to enhance the
flow between songs.
Favorites of the evening
included the opening tune, along
with the quiet, beautifully-executed "Air That I Breathe," Stephen
Sondheim's humorous "I Never
Do Anything Twice" and
Newman's "Real Emotional
Girl."
LuPone's greatest performance of the evening was "Back to
Before" from the Broadway epic

"Ragtime." Soaring in her own
element, LuPone expressed a
woman's changed role in the relationship with her husband.
The most impressive aspect of
LuPone's performance was her
delivery of comedic songs, which
included some crass sexual lyrics
only a select few performers
could get away with singing.
LuPone swatted the air with a

switch during an amusing verse
about a dominatrix in one song.
She definitely has experience
connecting with audiences, as
she frequently made eye contact
with concertgoers in the front of
the house.
LuPone's inability to stylistically modify her voice was evident, however. While her impressive Broadway belt worked well

with songs from the stage, that
same belt interfered with her
attempt at the pop genre.
At the climaxes of some
songs, her vibrato went crazy.
Also, her tendency to scoop up
to notes took away from the clarity of the notes themselves.
The most irritating aspect of
the show was LuPone's dress in
See LUPONE on page 12

Patti LuPone courtesy photo.

Hip-hop never dies with Jurassic 5
By Kris Healey
Opinion Editor
Hip-hop is not dead. The
world of big money rap music
with more focus on the lifestyle
than the music, has indeed fla-

vored the industry. But the underground scene of artists still putting out a product focused on
vocal skill and innovation is making a resurgence.
Often compared with fellow
innovators, The Roots, De La

Jurassic 5 photo courtesy Interscope Records.

Soul and Pharcyde, the LA-based
Jurrasic 5 have been tapped as the
new leaders of the hip-hop
revival.
With the release of their first
full length album, "Quality
Control," this past summer, the

world is opening their ears to the "Quality Control," does not dissound that has pleased the under- appoint. It is an infectious album
ground purists since their first sin- with jazz-based beats, innovative
hooks, lyrical perfection and an
gle debuted in 1993.
Jurrasic 5, who came together undeniable amount of positive
through open mic sessions at the vibe.
Good Life Cafe in the heart of
The Jurrasic 5 turn memories
South Central Los Angeles' old back to a time of hip-hop purity
jazz district, unified two groups when a more innocent, and posof underground pioneers. The itive brand of music prevailed.
two groups, Rebels of Rhythm Old school comes to mind when
and Unity Committee produced one listens to Jurassic 5, and
the single "Unified Rebelution," when one listens to their lyrics,
and formed the basis of the four the message of eclectic hip-hop
MC, and two DJ group that has, innovation with old school flaseven years later, found its way vor becomes even clearer.
to the main stream.
The album serves as a lesson
pioLA
featuring
5,
Jurrasic
to the big money rappers who
neers Chali 2na, Cut Chemist, have media acclaim but no underDJ Nu-Mark, Marc7, Zaakir ground support. In the track
(Soup), and Akil, have become "LAUSD," for instance, the bitrecent college radio favorites ing chorus is a reference to those
and are primed to explode into rappers who sell out.
stardom.
The four MCs harmonize the
With a name that has been an lyrics "We are no superstars who
underground favorite, the group want to be large and forget who
has already seen success abroad we are. Don't judge us by bank
from their 1997 self-titled EP. accounts and big cars. No matter
Now, with their first attempt at how bright we shine, we're far
making waves in the larger mar- from being stars." They continue
ket, they have signed on with with, "Cause stars fall and disinInterscope records.
The debut full-length effort,
See JURASSIC on page 12
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Greeks improve standard of life
By Casey Johnson
For the Maine Campus
There are some definite
changes to fraternity and sorority
houses up and down College
Avenue this year. Greek organizations spent the summer sprucing up their homes for another
new school year.
For members of these organizations, the house or chapter
room is like a second home,
someplace special that they can
gather to share their friendships.
Also, for recruiting new members, a house or chapter room is a
big part of how that organization
is perceived.
The improvements are all
along fraternity row, beginning
at Chi Omega Sorority.
Like many chapters at the
University of Maine, a part of Chi
Omega's chapter dues goes
towards house improvements.
According to Kim Pietz, Chi
Omega made a few changes to its
stately house. "This summer, we
had new carpets put in and painted the walls. Also, our dishwasher
broke and we had to replace it."
Lambda Chi took some bold
steps this summer, replacing the
exterior of the house with vinyl
siding, a gift from their alumni.
"Our alumni really came
through for us with the siding.
They're also going to replace six
windows and are looking at having the bathrooms redone with
the next years" says. brother
Andy Horton.
The brothers of Phi Eta Kappa,
UMaine's only local (no national
affiliation) fraternity made a big

investment for their house. "We
bought a big screen TV," says
Kevin Eagers.
"It works out pretty well,
because a lot of brothers have
nice stereos, receiver and DVD
players that they'll bring down for
the night," he said.
Phi Eta also put in a new volleyball court on the side of their
house and replaced the paneling
on the second floor.
At this point on College
Avenue, some forwarding needs
to be done on mail, too. Delta
Delta Delta Sorority, who occupied the former Delta Tau Delta
Fraternity house across from
Stodder Hall, has moved back to
its chapter room in Kennebec
Hall, leaving the house to the sisters of Pi Beta Phi.
"It was kind of a relief to go
back to our chapter room and a
pretty easy transition since most
of our sisters had joined when we
were still in Kennebec," said
Katrina Petersen.
"We're redecorating the room
now and it's been pretty easy to
put back together."
Pi Beta Phi is enjoying life in
their new home."Our new house
is beautiful. It was renovated
before when the university
owned it, so it's in wonderful
condition. There are fewer
rooms, but these are actually
much larger than the ones in the
Jamie
old
house," says
Chandonet.
While the sisters of Tri-Delta
were living in their house last
year, they lent their chapter room
to Delta Zeta Sorority, who had
outgrown their former chapter

room in Oxford Hall.
third floor. According to brother
This year, Delta Zeta has Matthew Allen, they are in the
finally found a home in the base- process of buying the house from
ment of Cumberland Hall. Alpha Omicron Pi Sorority, who
Alumni and current sisters spent now resides in Penobscot Hall and
the summer moving in and have been working hard on their
painting the walls. They are chapter room.
holding several fundraisers
With these improvements to
throughout the year to purchase Greek homes and chapter rooms,
a new carpet for the room.
membership recruitment is getA little bit further down the ting competitive.
street, Pi Kappa Alpha has been
All chapters agree that having
busy making improvements a room is a lot less stressful than
inside and out. Pike is currently having a house, but also say that
restoring the deck adjacent to the the meeting place or residence is

not the focus of the organization.
While having a house does
foster community within the
organization, it depends upon
the members. Members join for
the people involved, not the
perks of the house. Perhaps
that is one reason that membership statistics are varying little
among UMaine Greeks.
After all, whether one joins
a Greek organization with a
house or a chapter room, they
are still making friendships
which last a lifetime.

Earthdance global event
By Erin T. Sullivan
For the Maine Campus
Electronic music isn't just for
ravers anymore. Now it has a
higher purpose in mind: world
peace.
Earthdance, founded three
years ago, is taking the positive
energy of dance culture and
putting it to use. The first
Earthdance party for world
peace, hosted in 1997, joined
the forces of 22 cities in 18
countries. Since then the global
party has grown exponentially
while raising over $200,000
and an unquantifiable amount
of awareness for its core causes: Tibet and world peace.
This year, on Saturday, Oct.
14, 80 cities in 40 countries
will come together to show
their support and channel their
energy, making the fourth

annual Earthdance event undeniably the biggest global dance
party of its kind.
the
with
keeping
In
Earthdance mantra "act local,
think global," one of the biggest
changes for the new millennium
is that Earthdance has taken on
three new causes, the environment, indigenous tribes and children.
Each promoter will be able to
adopt their own core cause,
which means this year events in
Brazil will help save the rain
forest while events in South
Africa will raise money to aid
the country's starving children.
Many of those hosting the
Earthdance events around the
globe do so while lacing their
own crippling problems of
poverty, disease, famine and
civil war.
Poignantly, two of the coun-

tries that have come on board for
Earthdance 2000 are Turkey and
Greece. Putting their nations differences aside, the promoters in
Turkey and Greece will link
their events together via the Web
to show that, after centuries of
antagonism, unity and peace is
possible between the two.
The most powerful moment
the
at
annual Earthdance events
comes when all the parties
around the globe join forces at
midnight Greenwich Mean Time
for The Prayer for Peace.
In this unifying moment,
each person is not only connected to others on the dance floor,
but with people scattered all
over the globe. With the help of
the interrmioniar luso

beyond those attending the
events in body, with a further
million plus people logging on
See EARTHDANCE on page 12
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LuPone
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from page 10
the first set. Its asymmetrical
design included white pieces of
cloth extending from her body,
held up by what appeared to be
randomly shaped wires underneath. The costume distracted
the audience from her singing
and became the talk of the crowd
Her
intermission.
during
thankfully,
calmed
wardrobe,
down for the second set.
Despite shortcomings, the
performance of "Matters of the
Heart" was an enjoyable
evening. LuPone has enjoyed
such success, clearly due to her
constant command of the stage
while performing.
The instrumentalists deserve
much of the credit for the show,
as well. Piano accompaniment
by the talented Dick Gallagher,
also the musical director and
arranger, was joined with the
beautiful sounds of Fourplay, a
string quartet from the Orono
area.

• •••:•

Earthdance
from page 11
A parade through downtown Orono was one of several events during Orono Festival 2000 last Saturday.
CAMPUS PHOTO BY VALERIE DOYLE.
to the Earthdance Web site on
the day of the event alone.
The Internet will also help
Earthdance 2000 to make history
on Monday, Sept. 26, when, for
the first time ever in the music
industry, a label will release a
hybrid Web-enabled DVD video.
The interactive DVD documen-

tary contains footage from this
simultaneous,
world-famous,
multi-city/multi-country Tibetan
charity phenomenon.
This extraordinary disc combines the rich media content of
DVD with the immediacy of the
Internet. With this disc viewers

will be able to experience synchronized Web and DVD video
content in an integrated playback
environment that does not rely on
the availability of broadband but
is intelligent enough to leverage it
when available.
The CD contains various

blockbusting artists as Groove tributed between Earthdance's
Armada, Moby and Underworld. four core causes: Earthdance
Many of the tracks featured are Spirit (Tibet), Earthdance
Earthdance
rare or previously unreleased in Environment,
Children and Earthdance Tribes.
the U.S.
For more information,or tojoin the
All the artists on the CD'have
check
out
energy,
donated their tracks entirely and
vvww.earthdance.org.
all profits generated will be dis-

Jurassic
tegrate, before they hit the
asphalt, they incinerate."
The chorus serves as reassurance to fans who might have
judged the group for signing with
Interscope, but don't expect them
to befall the fate that they prophesies in their lyrics. They are aware
of their unique position as leaders
of a new hip-hop resurgence that
includes the likes of Xzibit, Black
Eyed Peas, and Dialated Peoples.
Take a listen to Quality Control
and you will be captivated by hip-

from page 10
hop as it was meant to be heard. If
you find yourself in a position to
travel, you may wish to check out
their show at the Higer Ground in
Burlington, Vermont on Oct. 9.
They are playing the Word of
Mouth Tour 2000 with Dialated
Peoples. The name of the tour
says it all.
As word of mouth spreads,
Jurassic 5 will be making a bigger impact than their humble
beginnings could have ever
allowed them to imagine.

Correction
In the Friday, Sept. 22 issue of the Maine Campus it was incorrectly stated that Donna Loring is the Penobscot County representative to
the state Legislature. Loring is the Penobscot Nation representative.
4

EVEN A BLACK BEAR
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Football drops conference opener at Villanova
Wildcat offense proves too potent for injured Maine defense
By Jim Leonard
Football Reporter
Road wins in Atlantic 10 football are rare commodities. For
young teams like the University
of Maine, opening up the conference schedule on the road against
a ranked opponent like Villanova
makes a difficult situation
Herculean. Sometimes you just
hope for the best.
And sometimes it doesn't work
out.
Villanova scored on 4-of-6 first
half possessions enroute to at 277 halftime lead and cruised to a
47-21 victory over the Black
Bears. The Wildcats improve to
4-0 overall, 1-0 in conference,
while Maine drops to 2-2, 0-1.
Brian Westbrook, Villanova's
all world tailback, led the Cats
with a career best 202 yards rushing and three touchdowns. He
was assisted by sophomore guarterbaek Scott Gordon, who threw
for two touchdowns against a
Black Bear defense depleted by
injuries to cornerback David
Cusano (concussion) and defensive end Mickey Donovan (broken hand.)
Still, the Maine defense came

out with intensity, ending their
streak of surrending first play
scores to the opposition and forcing a Villanova punt. However,
the Black Bear offense couldn't
move the ball and they were
forced to punt, a play that set up
the game's first score.
Wildcat returner/wideout Murle
Sango took Todd Jagoutz' punt
and headed to the right sideline,
turned the corner and picked up a
great block from freshman Todd
Hamilton. By the time he was
pushed out of bounds he had
returned the punt 52 yards.
Six plays later, Westbrook
retrieved his own fumble and
scored from seven yards out, giving Villanova a 7-0 lead.
The Wildcats upped the lead to
13-0, three minutes later when
Gordon hit wideout Brian White
with a twenty yard scoring toss.
The Black Bear offense got
untracked late in the first as
quaterback Jake Eaton hit Phil
McGeoghan and Ben Christopher
for big gains. Eaton followed that
up with a 22-yard scramble deep
into Villanova territory. The sophomore quarterback capped the
drive with a 2-yard keeper, cutting the Wildcat lead to six.

Perhaps sensing a momentum
shift, Villanova answered quickly. Gordon hit wideout Steve
Ward twice for 39 yards to get
into Maine territory. With the ball
on the Black Bear 24, Gordon
scrambled away from a Maine
blitz and found Sango alone
behind the Black Bear secondary.
A few minutes later, the
Wildcats took over on their own
3-yard line and drove the ball the
length of the field. A drive sustained two by costly UMaine
penalties on third down.
Westbrook put the finishing
touches on the march with a 37yard scamper and Villanova
headed to the locker room with a
20-point lead.
Maine problems were compounded further by key personnel losses in the first half. Center
and captain Paul Paradis went
down with a leg injury in the second quarter and safety Randy
Smith went out with an unspecified injury during that same quarter. Neither would return.
Eaton came out of the locker
room firing. Hitting 6-of-6
through the air on Maine's first
drive of the second half. But a
Dwayne Wilmot fumble on the

No TNN means no wrestling
Campus cable doesn't carry new wrestling network

sixth pass was recovered by the The lead was cut to 20, but there
Wildcats and they capitalized.
was still ,plenty of time left
Westbrook raced for 35 yards on
It wasn't to be.
first down, putting the ball deep
The Wildcats marched 65 yard in
in Maine territory. Five plays nine plays and put the game away
later, he scored on a run up the when Gordon hit fullback
middle to give Villanova a com- Ducarmel Augustin with a 5-yard
manding 34-7 lead.
pass.
The Black Bears wouldn't quit
Eaton hit Christopher with a 3and took all of 21 seconds to yard pass for the final Maine
answer the Wildcat score with one score. Villanova scored late when
of their own. Eaton hit Wilmot defensive back Gary Johnson
down the right sideline on the first returned an Eaton interception 68
play after the kick. Wilmot was yards.
knocked out of bounds on the
The Black Bears will host
Villanova 2-yard line. On the next William and Mary in the Atlantic
play, Eaton connected with 10 home opener on Saturday night
Christopher for the touchdown. at 7 p.m.

Classifieds
Help Wanted
Want to earn extra money?
Looking for PT or FT work?
697 is the #1 contemporary
hit radio station in the area.
We're looking for friendly,
energetic salespeople. We
will train you! Interested?
Call Chris at 947-9100. 697
is an EOE

By Jeremy Garland

if they've prepaid the university's

For the Maine Campus

cable bill for the whole year.

me "not to try this stuff at home" Margaritas
on that WWF promo, so I'll heed

Personally, I'm too busy to infiltrate the campus satellite system a
la "Running Man," the '80s
Schwarzanegger movie with the
old host of Family Feud. I'm not
really the vigilante type.
So here's my polite plea: If at all
possible, CLTN, please add TNN
to your cable roster soon, or have
a local station purchase broadcast
rights. The numerous wrestling
fans across campus would appreciate your efforts. In addition, you
will have the satisfaction of
knowing you are providing the
campus with other quality programs such as old "Starsky and
Hutch" episodes and "18 Wheels
of Justice." Thank you very
much.
I know that if most wrestling
fans had this column, they would
have used several profane phrases
and some idle threats by now.
Most probably would have told
someone to "Suck it!" or "Add
TNN 'cause Stone Cold said so!"
thought of
I sympathize, but I
politely
three reasons to ask
I refuse
First,
rather than rudely.
shape,
way,
to quote X-Pac in any
beerinciting
or form. Second,
is
issue
this
fueled mayhem over
Foley,
Mick
not really my style.
Chyna and Chris Jericho all told

their advice.
Finally (and most importantly,)
CLTN fixed my snowy cable signal the day after I called them—
far better service than my cable
provider back home. If I had
made that request in my hometown, I would have been shoveling through the cable snowstorm
with my remote well into next
month before any progress had
been made. Besides, if I use some
nasty terminology toward the
good people at CLTN, the snow
could mysteriously return, and
my repair requests could become
consistently unanswered.
Yeah, you could say I'm compromising some of my journalistic power by not using my column inches to berate and slam
the powers that be. But I'll gladly sacrifice some of my pride to
keep the rest of my channels
from inexplicably turning to static for the rest of my college
career. I know some of my professors may be disappointed, but
they'd be even more disappointed to see a grown man cry in their
classes because of a discontinued
cable signal. I'll just ask politely
and, if the request cannot be
granted, become a closet Ally
McBeal fan.

Every WWF fan who lives on
campus at the University of
Maine has had their worst nightmare come true.
Beginning today, residents
receiving the Campus Living
Television Network can not view
"Monday Night RAW" or
Thursday's "Smack Down" telecasts. The long time staple of the
USA Network has moved to a
retooled TNN, which our local
cable provider does not supply. I
also have not found a UPN affiliate on the channel menu to view
Smack Down, so as best as I can
tell, I'll have to visit my off-campus friends to view the No. 1
rated program of Monday nights.
No more can I partake in the
bounty of bad acting and constantly changing plotlines that
Vince McMahon supplies me
from the comforts of my own
room.
Where will I go when I need to
see grown men and women smash
tables and kendo sticks over each
other's heads? What happens if
my off-campus friends become
annoyed when I "rock-bottom"
myself on their furniture? I could
switch over to WCW... n0000,
that's okay. I think I'll take my
chances with Dennis Miller when
my friends aren't home... or I
can't break into their apartments.
God forbid I read a book or do my
homework.
The people in charge probably
didn't see this one coming — I
must admit I didn't know about it
until last week. There's probably
not a whole lot they can do either

Use your head...
...always wear a condom.
The Maine Campus

Restaurant-

Wanted: "cool" dishwashers to start immediately.
Please contact us at 8664863 and ask for Bill,
Shane, or Asa. Come join
the gang!! All the free
rice and beans you can
a

Classes
PHOENIX
TAEKWONDOTrain with the best. Olympic
sparring, WTF forms, pressure point defenses. M+W
nights, 6-8:00, 22 N. Main St,
OT 827-5827.

Start your own Fraternity!
Zeta Beta Tau is looking for
men to start a new Chapter.
If you are interested in academic success, a chance to
network and an opportunity
to make friends in a nonpledging Brotherhood, email: zbt@zbtnationalorg or
call 800-431-9674
FOR
SERVICES
LEGAL
UNDERGRADUATES-Free

consultation. Service of
Student Government. M-WTH; 3rd Floor Memorial
Union. 581-1789.

Travel
Wanted Spring Breakers!
Cancun, Bahamas, Florida, &
Jamaica. Call Sun Coast
Vacations for a free brochure
and ask how you can organize a small group & Eat,
Drink, Travel Free and Earn
Cash! Ca111-888-777-4642
or e-mail saleskquncoastv a ca tions.cOm
3-4 Bed Apts avail Dec 1st

Step Arobics with upper &
For Rent
lower body workout. Come
get in shape this fall. S319-329
a
person.
6-7pm
Heat/elec/water included.
Tuesday&Thursday
1500 month Danspace Old Toll free 877-671-0950.
Town. Call 827-6682 if interested.
4 Bed house avail NOW!$349
a person. Heat/elec/water
ous
Miscellane
included. Big Rooms. Toll
Fraternities*Sororities*Clubs free 877-671-0950
Student
Groups*
Earn
S1000-2000 this quarter mil
le
Campusfundraiser.com
three hour fundraising event.
required.
No
sales
Fundraising dates are filling
quickly, so call today!
Contact Campusfundraiser.
corn at (888) 923-3238, or
visit www.camousfundraiser.com

Advertise
in the
Classifieds
581-1273
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Crocker finds gold in relay
Americans beat Aussies and break world record
By Joseph Bethony
For the Maine Campus
Ian Crocker became the first swimmer from Maine to win an Olympic
gold medal Saturday. Crocker swam
the third leg of the 4 x 100m medley
relay, which also included Lenny
Krayzelburg, Ed Moses, and Gary
Hall Jr. The team set a world record
in the event, with a time of 3:33.73.
Australia finished second with a
time of 3:35.27.
It seemed inevitable that a
record would fall in this event; 15
world records were either tied or
broken
at
the
Sydney
International Aquatic Center.

This was the first medal of the
games for Crocker, but all of
his teammates had stood on the
podium before. Krayzelburg
won his third gold of the games
after winning the 100m and
200m backstrokes. Hall tied for
gold in the 50m freestyle and
Moses had previously won a
silver medal in the 100m
breaststroke.
The victory ended a successful
swimming meet for the United
States contingent, they picked up
33 medals, including 14 gold.
Crocker rebounded to win that
gold medal after finding disappointment days before in the

100m butterfly final.
Crocker did not plan on swimming that event in the
Olympics. He failed to qualify
for the freestyle swims, which
were his best events.
He
advanced to the Olympic games
after shaving nearly one second
off of his previous best time in
the butterfly.
He ended up breaking the
American record of 52.76, with a
time of 52.44, in the Olympic
finals. The Portland native ended
the race fourth.
Lars Froelander, of Sweden,
posted a time of 52.00 to win
the gold.

from page 15
semifinals
of the
World
Championships last year. I was
nearly in last place and had to get
into the top five positions to qualify and then I did it."
I am a closet fan of ...
"The
marathon—For the
Olympic Trials marathon, I got
up at 6 a.m. to keep track of it
and I watched the Boston
marathon. I worked out early so
I could watch it."
I can't live without ...
"Peanut butter and bananas"
Most people don't know I ...
"I eat a lot."
I never miss ...
"...working 40 hours a week."
If you win a medal, do you
know where you want to put it?
"I would put it over my running
shoes in a big frame."
iOTO COURTESY ANDY LYONS/ALLSPORT

Soccer

from page 16

half. The onslaught of shots
started when Dominique Bertrand
nailed a shot that skimmed the
top of the net. Jessica Wojik followed suit with another shot at
New Hampshire's Steph Springer
just 30 seconds later. Springer
made the save, only to face a
direct kick a minute later outside

the 18-yard line.
UMaine's defense proved itself
impenetrable once again Friday,
as UNH's Angeline Alexakos, the
Wildcats leading scorer, had sevopportunities
eral
scoring
throughout the game only to come
up empty-handed. Mary Miller
and Kelly Singer, along with goal-

keeper Welsh, held strong in the
backfield, chalking up yet another shutout for the Black Bears.
The Women's record to date
now stands at 5-1-0. The Black
Bears hit the road this coming
weekend to battle Northeastern
on Thursday and Boston
University on Saturday.

ACADIA BIKE'S 8T11 ANNUAL
HUGE USED BIKE SALE
Tues a Wed.9/26 - 9/27
LOCATION: OUTSIDE PATIO - BOOKSTORE(MEM.UNION BLDG.)

Medal Count
United States
China
Australia
Russia
France
Italy
Germany
Romania
Korea
Netherlands
Britain

Gold
11
7
8
4
7
11
5
9
4
7
5

Wrestling
the next natural step for Terry.
"I think it was just something
inside of him and it was the right
thing to do because he didn't get
it and he was still capable of getting it," Gable said. "It's just
human nature taking over. It's
something he had to overcome
and I think when it comes right
down to it, it was a pretty simple
decision."
It wasn't just the next step for
Terry though. It was something he
absolutely had to do.
"Wrestling has always been in
the back of my mind," Terry said.
"Even though I retired and said I
was done, it was hard, it was
rough. I would wake up in the
middle of the night. It's just a
burning desire to get this one last
deal."
Tom admitted he did not initially agree with his brother's decision to compete.
"I was not in favor of it and the
reason why is because of his
health problems in the past and
priorities—because he has a family now," Tom said. "If you know
the Brands boys you know we do
stuff whole-heartedly. I wanted to
make sure he thought about it. If
didn't agree with him I know he
had to think about it."
People questioned if Terry made
the right decision and wondered if
he would even carry through with
his plan to wrestle in the trials.
"I think a lot of people had
doubts and the only people that
didn't doubt him were his family,
myself included," Tom said.
Terry realized not everyone was
in his corner but he did not let it
deter him from his dream.
Since winning, Terry has been
busy.
He recently accepted the head
assistant coaching position at the
University of Nebraska working
with Mark Manning, the team's

SKEETER S

Redemption Center

FROM $149.00

01•I Stillwater Av

OW Town,

PAC

Fast,FriendlyService
$25 Weekly Door Prize
MB Green Stamps
Clean, Modern Facility
Bottle Drives Welcome
Free Commercial Mcku Available

ACADIA BIKE - BAR HARBOR, ME.
288 - 9605

EWER NOW ENTER OF TEN. WIN

$500 CASH
I6€ II 15. 2000
1144 827-1976

14-F 8-30-130 S & 5418:30-t30

Bronze
9
7
8
8
4
11
15
4
7
3
3

Total
30
18
25
20
19
29
28
17
16
15
15

from page 15

Open / Ddys .1 Week

RALEIGH - CANNONDALE - GIANT

Silver
10
4
9
8
8
7
8
4
5
5
7

new head coach. The following
day he and his wife sold their
home. In the midst of packing,
there was an arrival. The next
night he and his wife, Michelle,
welcomed their second child into
the world.
Gable described the recent
events in Terry's life as a transition phase. Now Terry will need
to concentrate on more than just
his wrestling. He has baby
Sydney and a new life in
Nebraska to think of as well.
Terry says it will not be a problem.
"It's just a matter of keeping it
all in perspective," he said. "And
I have to make sure my priorities
are where they need to be."
Between focusing on his family
and on his wrestling, Tom knows
his brother will accept what happens during September; he has to.
"When it's all over and done
with you admit it—you take it,"
Tom said. "You're accountable
for it. He has given himself an
opportunity because he is
accountable for his own actions.
That's an insight to his attitude
and you almost have to grow up
with him to know. We're perfectionists, bottom line. We accept
nothing but the best and if the best
doesn't come then we're going to
be accountable, but we're not
going to be happy about it."
Gable is grateful that after four
years of seeking an Olympic
berth, Terry's dream has been
realized.
"He has the opportunity and
that's what he wanted last time,"
Gable said. "It's only the opportunity. But it just so happens that
when you're prepared and you're
ready to go, you come back with
that yellow medal as he calls it."
Terry very well may return
home with a golden medal to
match his brother's. But the possibility of a loss remains.
"Life goes on," he said.
"Obviously that's not what I'm
shooting for but regardless of
what happens, life goes on. My
dad told me back in December
you deal with it and get tough or
you hang up your shoes. I'll cross
that bridge when it comes. But for
right now my eyes are on
Sydney."
And his eyes will stay on him
long after the Olympic Games.
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Brands' comeback shoots him to Sydney
By Kelly Michaud
Assistant City Editor
He has his eyes set on Sydney
and her's are sparkling back.
Holding his newborn daughter,
Sydney Jae, born this June,
wrestler Terry Brands is also
cradling something else—a berth
to the 2000 Games in Sydney.
Many thought the two-time
world champion freestyler's days
of wrestling were over when he
retired in 1999. After gaining
recognition with World titles in
1993 and 1995 and World Cup
titles in 1994 and 1995, among
national championships, Brands
failed to qualify for the 1996
Games in Atlanta. The loss lingered in his mind.
"I almost brought it to an
unhealthy level," Terry said. "I
woke up and went to bed thinking
about the Olympic Games. That's
all I've thought about for the last
four years. And obviously that's
not very healthy to do that."
Terry retired from wrestling
shortly after, but four years later
he put 1996 aside and returned to
the sport.
"I just felt like it was something
I needed to do and gave it a shot
because I know that in 2004 I'm

not going to want to do this," he
said. "It hurts everyday now and
I'm 32 years old."
Stepping onto the mat at the
Dallas Olympic Trials as a petition athlete three weeks out of
retirement, Brands took on
Kerry
titleholder
national
Boumans. In what has been considered one of the best events of
the Trials, Brands took down
Boumans in a match that carried
into overtime.
"The trials was one of the few
times in my life when I've lost
control of my emotions," Terry
said. "I really don't remember—
my brother said I went over and
shook a photographer's hand
after the match and somebody
said I went over to the referees
and was rubbing them on the
head. I really don't remember
any of that. And that's a bad
thing. You can't allow yourself
to get wrapped up in the moment
like I did but at the same time it
was unbelievable. And the thing
is it was just a qualifier, so I have
to keep it in perspective."
But earning a ticket to Sydney
cannot
necessarily
replace
Terry's agony of losing his
chance at the gold medal four
years ago. His twin brother, Tom,

U.S. Olympic trials in Dallas. PHOTO COUHILSY I ILMAL(.OM.
His college coach, as well as thing that tormented him to the
a 1996 gold medallist, underhim conit
stands how difficult the experi- coach in Sydney, Dan Gable, point where affected
But
iously.
or
subconsc
sciously
depth
athlete's
his
ended
compreh
ence was for Terry.
of
analyzway
better
a
have
you
to
the
return
his
upon
of
passion
for
"I don't think [qualifying
ing it now that it's over and you
Sydney] erased anything but I mat.
see some things that have
can
imporhow
just
realize
now
"I
satthink there is a lot of personal
place. 1 can hear it, and I
taken
was
ship
champion
1996
that
tant
2000
the
isfaction in making
it in his face."
see
can
off
him
it
kept
and
he
lost
when
it
think
team," said his twin. "I
g to his coach, returnAccordin
Gable.
said
team,"
Olympic
the
to
got
helps a little bit but you've
sport appeared
his
to
ing
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how
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see
and
at
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look
"Now
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realize that really competit
because
was
really
ul
it
meaningf
people always remember the
See WRESTUNG on page 14
I can see a sense of relief, somelosses more than the victory."
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Brands wrestles at the

Blind runner sees Olympic success
Kelly Michaud
Assistant City Editor

By

The destination was etched in
her mind yet her eyes would not
her
allow her to see it. But despite
attained
she
impaired vision,
done.
what no one else has ever
and
Track
Olympic
At the U.S.
Marla
July,
Field Trials in
history
Runyan sprinted into the
legalfirst
books, becoming the
qualito
ly-blind American ever
fy for the Games.
the
As she prepares to represent
U.S. in the 1500-meter race in
Sydney, she is thankful for her
opportunity and is focused on her
goals.
"I'm hoping to make it to the
finals and I'm hoping to run my
personal best," Runyan said.
Other than yours, what's your
favorite Olympic sport?
"Gymnastics—I think what they
do is pretty amazing."
What is your favorite Olympic
moment?
"I think it has to be Michelle
Kwan's performance in 1998 at
Nagano. I just thought it was
very artistic. I think the way she
skates is a display of artwork.
Her style—I would put her at the
best in the world."
What's the best thing about
being an Olympian?
"That once you achieve it then
you can always say that you were
an Olympian. You always have
that."
The hardest?
expectation
"Dealing with the
not to dishoping
level of others,
people."
appoint other
Any superstitions or rituals?
"I'm superstitious about what I
bit
eat leading into a race a little
and
spikes
my
and the way
shoes fit. I have to wear a cer-

tain pair of socks."
Your hero or inspiration?
"Tegla Lourope—She's from

Your motto or quote you follow?
"Expect more from yourself

Kenya and she has the world

than what others expect from
you. Never excuse yourself."

women's
the
in
record
marathon."
Your most prized possession?
"My running shoes—Asics
Optimus running shoes."

Your most intense moment
during competition?
"The final 300 meters at the
See RUNYAN on page 14

WEITINCIIIDITI
Mill XiROOM ON TIN SONO
ROOR Or TIN UNION.
The Rude Ertertainmet Conmittee is responsble, as
the name suggests, for protidng entertainment on campus.
Members are invokted in t aspects of bringing acts like
Live:Garet; Rustic Overtones, Ranzel apd Blues'Ruder to
Maine. Help 'is always neectd for advesing (inducing
web page ctsigh and maintenance), hospitality,
stage set-up and treakdown, securty, box ofice and more.
If you mud Ike to On,but cant make it to Friday's meeting,
cal the Rudent atertainmert(Ace at 5814701.
PHOTO COURTESY ANDY LYONS/ALLSPORT
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Maine's
Olympian
strikes gold.
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Wrestler makes
comeback for
Olympics.
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Black Bears defeat Wildcats in extra period
By Kelly Brown

Women's Soccer Reporter
The University of Maine
women's soccer team took on the
University of New Hampshire
Wildcats in its first game after a
two-week break, Friday at
Alumni Field. The Black Bears
managed to capture the 1-0 win,
but not before a grueling overtime
battle.
After 90 scoreless minutes, the
winning goal came just three minutes and 20 seconds into the first
overtime. The game-winning
scoring opportunity came when
Annie Hamel, on a breakaway,
beat several New Hampshire
defenders and passed the ball to a
wide-open Jessica Wojik. Wojik
easily beat NH goalkeeper
Stephanie Springer and found the
upper left-hand corner of the net,
clinching the win for the Bears.
UMaine Goalkeeper Naomi
Welsh stopped four shots during
the match to record the shutout.
There were only a few scoring
opportunities for the Maine
women, but the Black Bears
showered NH's defense with
three legitimate scoring opportunities in a short minute and 30
seconds of play in the second
See SOCCER on page 14

Maine's Kim Walsh battles for possession against a New Hampshire defender in Friday's conference matchup.
CAMPUS PHOTO BY ANNE MALCOLM.

Field hockey beats Hofstra, loses to Drexel in overtime
By Mike Gibson
Field Hockey Reporter

In Friday's night game, Maine battled to an overtime win against Hofstra.
CAMPUS PHOTO BY ANNE MALCOLM..

The UMaine field hockey
team went 1-1 this weekend
with an overtime win over
Hofstra •by a score of 4-3 and
an overtime loss to Drexel 2-1.
The Black Bears now stand at
4-6 on the season, and 1-2 in
America East play.
Friday evening the Black Bears
took on division foe Hofstra at
Alfond Stadium. Hofstra jumped
out to an early 1-0 lead and kept
constant pressure on the UMaine
defense. Kristy Ferran knotted
the game up at 1-1 when she
scored on a corner hit.
Then the floodgates opened in
the second half. The Black
Bears scored two quick goals
by Jen Johnstone and Kristi
Knights to push the score up 31. Hofstra answered quickly
and added two goals in the last
fifteen minutes of the second
half to push the game into overtime.
The overtime period went
back and forth with both teams
playing great defense. With
just 49 seconds remaining in
the overtime period Knights
found a Tara Bedard pass and
put it in the goal for a Black
Bear victory.

It was an exciting game, and it
was very nice to get a win in a
back and forth game like that,"
Coach Kix said. "Kristi played
an excellent game and Tara made
a really nice play to get her the
ball and score the goal."
Sunday afternoon UMaine
took on Drexel and played
another tough game. Drexel
jumped to an early first half
lead 1-0, but couldn't hold on
too long as Jana Ouellette tied
up the game with a second half
goal on an assist from Noriko
Kariya. Both defenses played
extremely well the rest of the
way and the game headed into
overtime.
Drexel scored four minutes
into the overtime period to win
the game 2-1.
"We played a good game on
defense, but we couldn't get the
ball in the net as much as we
would have liked," Kix said.
The Black Bears will take the
road for the next two weeks as
they take on Albany and Vermont
next weekend.
Albany is 3-5 on the season and
lost its last game to UMass 3-0.
UMass is ranked 10th in the
nation.
The Vermont Catamounts are 24 and beat Sacred Heart 7-1 in
their last game.

